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Public Address System

IP Network Ceiling Speaker MAG6311

User Manual
Thank you for using our DSPPA public address system. Please read this User Manual carefully to make better use
of this equipment.

Guangzhou DSPPA Audio Co . , Ltd .
http://www.dsppatech.com



Matters needing attention
Please read the following before operating the product.

Warning
The following basic requirements must be strictly observed, to avoid potential personal injury and

equipment or property damages to you or any person nearby. The basic requirements include without

limitation to the following:

Power source/power cable
• Please disconnect the device from power source
by pulling the plug other than the power cord.
Pulling the power cord may result in damages.
• Please keep the power cord away from heat source.
Do not over-bend the power cord or place it
anywhere it can be stepped on or may cause to trip.
• This is connected to power source via the plug and
any failure or danger occurs, the user can
disconnect the device from power source by pulling
out the plug out from the socket, therefore, it is
required that the power socket should be located
somewhere with easy access.
• The device is not completely disconnected from
power source when it is switched "OFF". For sake
of safety, please disconnect the device from the
socket if it is not in user.

Positioning
• Please disconnect the device from power source
before relocating the device.
• For avoiding deformation of panels and damages
to internal components, please do NOT place the
device where there is heavy dust or violent
vibration, or where it is extremely cold or hot.
• Please keep this device off water drops or splash
or vase filled with water or any other articles of
similar nature.

Connection
• Please disconnect other equipment from power
source before they are connected to this product.
Please tune volume to its minimum level before the
device is powered ON or OFF.
• All terminals on the device marked with are
live and dangerous, and should be connected by
trained personnel.

When abnormal conditions are realized
• Please disconnect the device from power source
immediately in case the power cord is worn or
damaged or if the sound is suddenly cut off or any
abnormal odor or smoke comes out from the device,
and then have the device inspected and repaired by
professional personnel.

Precautions in Operation
• Please do NOT insert any finger into any gap or
opening of the device.
• Please prevent foreign objects (paper, plastics or
metal etc.) from being inserted or falling into any
gap or opening of the device. In such case, please
cut off power source immediately.
• Please do NOT put the body or any heavy object
on the device and do NOT operate the buttons or
switches or connections with excessive force.

Do NOT open
• Please do NOT remove the cover of the equipment,
otherwise you may get an electric shock.
• Do NOT attempt to remove any internal
component from the device, or to modify the
equipment in whatever manner. In case of any
abnormal condition, please stop using the device
immediately and have it inspected and repaired by
professional personnel.

Other Precautions
• Our company shall not be responsible for data loss
or damages due to improper use of unauthorized
modification to the device.
• The images and screen display in this Manual are
only for description and may be different from
screen images in actual operation. The screen
display depends on the product.
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1.Product Instruction

1.1 About MAG6311

MAG6311 IP network ceiling speaker is a network of all-digital analog-digital conversion signal processor
based on the TCP / IP transmission protocol. With dual network port design, it can be attached to any place that
the network can reach. Remote audio data stream can be output through the machine audio signal with the host
intelligent control; built-in MP3 player, with a USB interface and SD card jack, can play the MP3 program when
not playing the network audio stream signal; can implement the schedule point off the host; there is 1-channel
auxiliary audio input interface to connect other audio devices (such as DVD player), and 1-channel auxiliary
audio output interface connect other amplifiers to extend the power; the machine also has 1-channel microphone
interface to realize local paging and so on.

1.2 Functional Features

 Dual network port design, can work across the network segment;

 Can be attached to any place where the network access;

 With MP3 decoding play function;

 Support max 48kHz sampling rate 16bit digital audio stream decoding;

 Built-in 2 × 15W digital amplifier, low power settings.

 Can play the background music, emergency paging, alarm signals etc. from the system host;

 With 1-channel auxiliary audio input interface, 1-channel auxiliary audio output interface, 1-channel

microphone input and 1-channel EMC emergency output interface, 1-channel short circuit output.

 Local output volume and local play status are controllable.
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2.Description of Appearance

2.1 Description of side panel

1．Power supply interface
Supply working power for the device.
2．Speaker
Built-in 2 × 15W digital amplifiers, the output of the power is 15W respectively. Connect two fixed
resistance (4Ω) speakers respectively.
3．EMC override play output
The output signal of this interface is controlled by the host.
4．AUX OUT
Connect other amplifiers to extend the power of this terminal.
5．AUX IN
Connect audio devices (such as DVD players) to extend audio sources.
6．MIC2 microphone interface
Connect the microphone to realize the local paging or live speech functions.
7．DATA
Extend the interface, the connection method as shown below(Figure 3.3). (Note: this port is not allowed to
connect to the network switch. Otherwise it will burn the device!)
8．LAN1/LAN2
Dual network ports design, connect the network switch..
9．USB Disk
Insert U disk or memory devices such as a mobile hard disk on which the MP3 program is stored, it can
provide audio source for the built-in MP3 player.
10．Micro SD
Insert SD card with the host schedule at the jack, and provide the audio for schedule point when the terminal
is offline.
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3.Connection Diagram

3.1 MAG6311 application diagram in system

Note：

1.In the above figure only focus on the connection instruction of MAG6311 approximate application, the whole

system connection please refer to the network control host's instruction manual.

2.The above figure is for illustrative purposes only, please refer to the system connection diagram.

3.MAG6311 terminal in the system must be connected through the network switch, and set the appropriate address

and then can be connected with the host.

Other devices
Other network or

devices

Host

Ethernet

Terminal Terminal Terminal Terminal
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3.2 MAG6311 connection diagram of interface

In addition to the built-in MP3 player and a network source, the terminal also has 1-channel auxiliary output
to connect other sources and amplifiers. The personalized design of the unit can meet the needs of the terminal site
of high power and multi-source. In the absence of such a personalized needs of the application it can disconnect
the peripheral audio source and other amplifiers; the built-in MP3 player and network audio stream can meet the
majority of public places.

The connection diagram is shown as below:

LAN2LAN1 Micro SDUSB Disk
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Connect two 4Ω, 15W constant resistance speakers

Note: The diameter range of the connecting speaker wire

(20AWG-22AWG)

Ethernet switch

Power amplifier
CD player
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3.3 DATA interface instruction

Note:

(1) 8-bit dedicated data plug, respectively, from top to bottom : ① OUT +, ② OUT-, ③ IN +, ④B, ⑤ A, ⑥ IN-,
⑦ +14 V,⑧ COM.

(2)where ① feet and ② feet are analog audio differential output; ③ feet and ⑥ feet are analog audio differential
input;④ feet and⑤ feet are 485 communication interface output;⑦ feet are 14V output;⑧ feet are ground wire.

LAN2LAN1 Micro SDUSB Disk

Data
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4.IPAddress Setting

The IP network ceiling speaker can be customized to modify the network parameters, if you want to use this
function, please read this section:

Method 1:
1. Modify the configuration of the computer's IP address, requiring the IP of the configured computer and

network indoor ceiling speaker address on the same network segment; such as indoor ceiling speaker’s IP address
for 192.168.40.5, then the IP of the configured computer is set to 192.168.40.252, (Note: the setting IP can not
appear IP conflict phenomenon);
2. After the connection of host and indoor ceiling speaker, set the IP address on the label of the indoor ceiling

speaker in the host IE browser, and you can enter the following (Figure 1) shown;
3. In the "Network Configuration" column to modify the IP address or server address and click "confirm the

changes" to save the changes successfully.

Figure 1
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Method 2:
1. Enter the host software "Settings" -> "System Maintenance" -> "Device Maintenance"
2. Find the IP address of the indoor ceiling speaker label, select and click Modify.
3.As (Figure 2) below, modify the parameters and click OK to see the interface shows success.

Figure 2
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5.Operation Instruction

In the network PA system to expand MAG6311 indoor ceiling speaker terminal, set the following parameters
on the host configuration to complete the connection of the terminal and the host.

1.Off-line schedule function: Enable mode and disable mode are optional, to ensure that there is no switch to
100V state, according to their own needs to start offline schedule point function. When you need to start the
function, select " Enable "option and press the" Submit "button; instead, select" Disable "option.

2.100V constant voltage backup function: This device does not have this function.
3.On-demand panel terminal function: select "fixed" option for the terminal being fixed for the on-demand

panel terminal, and when select the "dynamic" option, plug in the on-demand panel for the on-demand panel
terminal; not inserted for the ordinary playback terminal.

4.Local network preference: Three priority modes. When the "local" option is selected, the local source is
output first, and the "network" option is the same. When "mixed" is selected, both local and network are output at
the same time.

5.Microphone type selection: According to their own needs to select the condenser or dynamic type.

Speaker performance features
 Weight 1.5kg, strong folder design, easy to install;
 Maximum SPL 102±2dB, the effective frequency range 70Hz ~ 16kHz;
 High - quality engineering plastics injection molding, durable, no deformation, colorfast;
 Speaker suspension damping treatment, long life, high sensitivity (90 ± 2dB), the sound clear and

bright.
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Freq. Response characteristic
(dB SPL、1W、1m)

Appearance dimension Installation hole

176mm 

8
2
m
m
 

178-
190m

m

210mm 

Just 15cm above your ceiling

Installation method

1. Cut a diameter of 178-190mm installation hole in the ceiling (see above).
2. Adjust the spring clip positioning bolt, so that the height of the spring clip can adapt to the different

thickness of the ceiling:
Locating pins are located in the upper hole, the middle hole, the lower hole to suitable for more than

20mm, 10-25mm and 15mm below the ceiling respectively.
3. Insert the spring clip on both sides of the speaker into the mounting hole, then release, and push the

speaker into the ceiling (see figure below). To avoid spring pinch, it is advisable to wear work gloves when
doing this.

4. Finally, check whether the installation is firm and reliable.

Distortion characteristic
(THD< 3% 1W、1m、70Hz-16kHz)
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Safety Precautions
1. Safety Precautions

 Please do NOT connect this device to the power source, before the system is correctly wired.
 It is important to ensure that input voltage to the device is the same as required voltage of the device,

otherwise the device may be damaged.
 There is dangerous voltage in the device, which may cause personal electric shock. Please do NOT open

the case without permission, to avoid potential risks of electric shock.
 The device is not completely disconnected from power source when it is switched "OFF". For sake of

safety, please disconnect the device from the socket if it is not in use.
 Please do NOT place the device where it is extremely cold or hot.
 Good ventilation must be provided in the working environment of the device, to avoid excessive

temperature during its operation, which may cause damages to the device.
 Please unplug the device from power socket in raining and wet days or if the device is not in use for a

long time.
 Please disconnect the power plug from sockets, to ensure the device has been completely disconnected

from power source, before any component is removed from or re-installed in the device or before any
electric connector of the device is disconnected or reconnected.

 In case of any failure of the device, please do NOT open the case and repair without permission from a
professional personnel, to avoid accident or additional damages to the device.

 Please do NOT place any corrosive chemicals near or on the device.

2． Matters needing attention
 Our company provides a three-year free warranty service (including free replacement parts) over quality

issues as from the date of purchase, provided that the device is installed and used in accordance with
requirements specified in the User Manual.

 For warranty, the user must show the Warranty Card and the receipt kept by the user and purchase
invoice of the device as supporting documents.

 The following conditions are beyond the scope of warranty:
1．Product damage due to improper installation, use or handling;
2．Product damage due to abnormal conditions (such as excessive power source voltage or ambient
humidity);
3．Product damage due to acts of God;
4．Product SN is changed, altered or removed;
5．Product has been repaired or modified by any person without duly authorization from our company;

 Please keep the User Manual and Warranty Card in good custody.
 For issues and precautions not mentioned in this User Manual, if required, please contact the distributor

or visit our website at http://www.DSPPA.com.
 In case of any failure in the warranty period, please contact service personnel (or distributor) of our

company for service. The company shall not be made liable for damages due to unauthorized
dis-assembly or maintenance or service by unauthorized personnel.

http://www.dsppa.com
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Packing List
No. Item QTY
1 MAG6311 IP network ceiling speaker 1 set
2 3000MM/8 core network cable 1 piece
3 14V DC power adapter 1 piece
4 Network cable connector 2 pieces
5 10P green plug 2.5MM 1 piece
6 User manual 1 copy
7 Quality certificate/Warranty card Each 1 copy
8 SY542 audio cable 1 piece
9 3.5mm audio plug 1 piece

Specification
Item Parameter
Model MAG6311

AUX IN

Input sensitivity 300 mV
Freq. response 25Hz-20kHz
Distortion ≤0.3%
SNR ≥75 dB

AUX OUT

Rated output 1000mV
Freq. response 20Hz-20kHz
Distortion ≤0.1%
SNR ≥75 dB

MIC microphone input

Input sensitivity 4 mV
Freq. response 25Hz-16kHz
Distortion ≤0.5%
SNR ≥70dB

USB/SD
/NET

Play MP3

Freq. response 25Hz-18kHz
Distortion ≤0.5%
SNR ≥75dB

Support SD card capacity 32GB
Support U disk capacity 32GB

Power 15W×2
Power supply AC220V/50Hz-60Hz

Machine dimensions Φ215x135mm
Packing dimensions（L×W×H mm） 250×175×255mm

Net Weight 1.5kg

Gross Weight 2.5kg
Note: The performance specifications are subject to changes without further notification.
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Guangzhou DSPPAAudio Co., Ltd

Caution
● The device is not completely disconnected from power source when it is switched "OFF". For sake of safety,

please disconnect the device from the socket if it is not in use.
● Please keep this device off water drops or splash or vase filled with water or any other articles of similar

nature.
● Please do NOT remove the cover of the equipment, otherwise you may get an electric shock. Where

necessary, repair to the equipment should be conducted by qualified professionals.
● All terminals on the device marked with are live and dangerous, and should be connected by trained

personnel.
● This is connected to power source via the plug and any failure or danger occurs, the user can disconnect the

device from power source by pulling out the plug out from the socket, therefore, it is required that the power
socket should be located somewhere with easy access.
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